
 
 

THIRD SPACE ARENA 
 
THIRD SPACE 1 – STRICTLY SYNCHRO 
 
WORKOUT TIME - 7 minutes 
 
 
Time to work together and conquer this workout as one. 
 
Each team has 2 Concept2 Bike ergs. 
 
BUY IN 

 2,000m (men’s/mixed) / 1,500m women’s on both bikes.  Teams may swap athletes 
on the bike as they see fit. 

 
Once the bike distances are complete, 

 All 5 athletes 20/10kg over head plate synchro walking lunges 

 Teams must complete 2 up and back laps of 15m track 
 
 
Then for remaining time, 

 Team synchro burpees 
 
After, every 10 Burpees the team will move down the track into the next quadrant. 
 
SCORE = Total number of team synchro burpees performed 
 
Movement Standards 
Burpees- chest and hips must touch the ground and athletes must stand up at the top of the 
rep with hips fully open. There is no requirement to jump or have hands above head. Synchro 
is all 5 athletes with chest and hips on the floor at the same time.  Athletes don’t have to be 
synchro at the top of the burpee – Movement Standard Video - 
https://youtu.be/3gXa1MumGqE 
 
Synchro overhead plate lunge - Plate must be above head, elbows locked out and head 
through at top. Back knee must touch the ground and then front knee must fully extend on the 
way up. No stepping through the movement and not fully extending at the top – Movement 
Standard Video - https://youtu.be/V4-K7CSzB28 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

FARM FITNESS ARENA 
 
 
FARM FITNESS 1 - ASSAULTED COURSE 
 
Carry, run, climb, crawl, repeat- how functional a human being are you? Oh, there’s an 
assault bike in the mix too, just in case you thought it was going to be easy. 
 
WORKOUT TIME - 7 minutes 
 
Each team will have one loaded keg (40/30kg), one assault bike and access to the assault 
course. 
 
On go, athletes to complete laps of the following short assault course; 
 

 Carry dynamic keg (30-40kg) to obstacle wall 

 Athletes to place kegs down 1m before wall, traverse the wall by climbing over it, 
before moving on to the cargo net 

 Over cargo net 

 Traverse rig (monkey bars) 

 Tag next athlete who completes course in reverse order, finishing by returning the keg 
to start line for next athlete. 

 
One assault bike to be running concurrently for entirety of the 5min, athletes may switch at 
will. 
 
Course will be spaced/ structured so that it can be traversed in a reasonable margin below 
60s, so that all athletes have an opportunity to complete. 
 
 
SCORE = (Completed) Laps of course x assault bike cals 
 
STANDARDS 
 
Once an athlete touches keg, they must complete the entire assault course for this lap to be 
logged, athletes may not switch mid course. 
 
Keg can be carried in any manner, but MUST be placed into the drop zone under control, any 
thrown kegs will results in a 20cal penalty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

EVOLVE ARENA 
 
EVOLVE 1 - MALCOLM  
 
Relay race to test your cardio, rowing and grip strength.  
 
WORKOUT TIME - 7 minutes 
 
Each team will get one Concept2 rowing machine and a heavy ball. 
 
The Workout: 
 
2 athletes must start on the rower (only these two may row) 
3 athletes must start with the Malcolms – 1pt per Malcolm. 1 athlete running at a time. 
 
During the entire 8mins the ball must be held off the floor. If you drop it there are penalty 
points, if it’s down longer than 10sec you are disqualified.  
 
ROW - 2 athletes - The row is (1350m/1200m). You must both row at least once but you can 
decide when to swap. During the entire duration of the row a D ball (40kg / 20kg) must stay 
off the floor. The ball must be held with the arms above the hip and below the chin, also not 
supported by the shoulder. The rowers may change at any point but the ball must not touch 
the floor. 
 
During the change over the rowing athlete must come and collect the ball, it must not be 
dropped (penalty of 2 Malcolms). 
 
 
• When the row is finished all 5 athletes are available for Malcolms and the score for 
each new Malcolm is now 3 points per Malcolm. However, 2 athletes must run at a time. 
 
The D ball must stay off the ground even once the row is finished until the end of the 8 
minutes 
 
In the mixed competition, two different weights of ball will be used. To prevent penalty points 
when changing, the athlete starting the hold must pick up their ball before the other ball is 
dropped. I.e. 1 ball must be off the floor at all times.  
 
SCORE: Full Malcolms completed - Penalty points.  
 
 
RULES 
 
1. To register a score you must finisher the rowing. 
2. If the ball hits the ground penalty points (-2 Malcolms) 
3. If the ball is not held properly and the athlete is not listening to judge after 1 warning 
(-2 Malcolms) 
 
What is a Malcolm?  
 
3 lines, 10m apart, which creates a 20m long zone. One athlete starts with their chest on the 
first line, they jump up and run to the next line, chest to floor then jump up and run to the last 
line. Chest to floor one more time and then sprint all the way back to the start. Either you drop 
to your chest and start again or the next athlete is waiting with their chest on the floor. You 
have three athletes, you can go in any order and do as many at a time as you wish. You get 1 
point for every full Malcolm while the row is going on and 3 points once the row is done and 2 
athletes are running. The chest must tough each line other than the last. 
 
 



 

 
KXU ARENA 

 
  
KXU 2 - SHIFT 
  
Deliver the kit. 
  
WORKOUT TIME – 7min 
  
On go, 2 athletes start arm over arm 15 meter sled pulls. Once the sled has crossed the line 
the athletes turn it around, run to the other end of the track with the rope and pull it back.   
 
Each length is worth 1 point. 
  
At the same time, 3 athletes are running 4 D balls to a Plyo box. The D balls and athletes 
must go over the box then the D balls must be loaded into the torque tank basket.  The tank 
must then be pushed 10m to a mark and back to the plyo box. The D balls and athletes then 
return over the plyo box back to the start line. This is one length.  When jumping over the box, 
please be mindful that the D ball will be on ground so please look where you are jumping so 
as to not land on it! 
 
D ball weights  
Mixed 20, 30, 40, 60kg 
 
Each complete length with dballs/tank up and back is worth 4 points.  If at the end of the time 
cap, teams have –  

 Got all D balls into the Tank basket, worth 1 point 

 Push the tank to the end, worth 1 point 

 Got the D balls over the plyo box, worth 1 point 

 All athletes are back at the start with D Ball, worth 1 point (for complete lap of 4 
points) 

 
 
SCORE – Combined points on sled lengths and carry/tank lengths  
  
STANDARDS  

 3 athletes have to jump over the Plyo box in both directions. 

 All 3 athletes need to be over the box before the tank can be pushed.  

 All D balls have to be in the tank before it can be moved 

 Tank and sled both need front end to cross the line for a length to count. 

 Athletes needs to stay stationary i.e cannot move backwards whilst pulling the sled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

WIT ARENA 
 
WIT 2 - THE SUMMER CHIPPER 
 
WORKOUT TIME - 7 minutes 

 
On go, teams must complete AMRAP (As Many Rounds As Possible) of the below 
movements 
 
50 Sync Wall Balls (DBs Front Rack Hold) 
30 sync Russian KB Swing (all 5)  
 
50 Sync Knees Up (DBs Front Rack Hold) 
20 sync Russian KB Swing (all 5) 
 
5 Laps Wheelbarrow (DBs Front Rack Hold) 
10 sync Russian KB Swing (all 5) 
 
SCORE: Total Completed Reps (The final number of rounds and reps in the end of the 
8 minutes time cap) 
 

 
Standards 
Sync Wall Balls: All men 9kg balls. Mixed team there will be a 9kg and 6kg, which any athlete 
can use any of the two balls. The movement must start from a standing position with the ball at 
chest level. A rep consist of a full squat (bellow knee level), followed by an extension throwing 
the ball to the target. There will always be 2 people working at the same time, each with their 
own target, synchronized is on the bottom of the squat. 2 other athletes will be waiting to 
alternate, and they can swap at any time. 
 
DBs Front Rack Hold: RULE - While 2 athletes will be adding reps on the Wall Balls, Knees Up 
and Wheelbarrow, there will always have to be “1 athlete” holding a pair of dumbbells up on 
the front rack position (one head of the DB on shoulders, elbows point down). Male DBs 20kg, 
Female DBs 12.5kg. This athlete can be changed at any time. Although, whenever the 
dumbbells are down, no other exercise can be done – Movement Standard Video - 
https://youtu.be/gZ6PvaMEHU0 
 
Sync Knees up: This movement starts with 2 athletes hanging on the frame, and 2 others 
waiting to swap. Athletes can swap at any time. The rep counts once the athletes bring their 
knees higher than hips level. However, their feet (heels) must start behind the bar before each 
rep.  One athlete will be DB front rack hold during the wall balls – Movement Standard Video - 
https://youtu.be/lvd6SJ9dCn0 
 
Wheelbarrow: There will be two pairs of athletes going down the track.  The athletes who are 
going to complete the lap must have hands on the floor, and another athlete holding his/her 
legs anywhere between knees and ankle. The team will have to complete 5 laps, broken up as 
you wish. Each one of the 5 athletes must complete at least one full lap. Athletes can swap 
before each lap, but not in the middle of the lap. Pairs can go at their own speed, however 
cannot start a new lap until both pairs are at the same end - this is 1 lap.  One athlete will be 
DB front rack hold during the wall balls – Movement Standard Video - 
https://youtu.be/o7D5tjXbBgs 
 
Russian Kettlebell Swing (KB Swing): All 5 athletes will be in line (queue), and will have to 
perform synchronised Russian kettlebell swing. The synchronisation will be at parallel (around 
eye level) to the ground, when all KBs must be up at the same time (until judge count the rep), 
with bottom pointing straight out from the athlete.  Male KB 20kg, Female KB 12k  

 
 
SCORE: The final number of rounds and reps in the end of the 8 minutes time cap. 

https://youtu.be/o7D5tjXbBgs

